THE METRIZABLE LINEAR EXTENSIONS OF METRIZABLE SETS IN TOPOLOGICAL LINEAR SPACES
It is then observed that TAX -t\X does not mean the coincidence of the corresponding induced uniformities on X. However, this is the case if the invariant uniformity compatible with T is metrizable on X and X is convex (Theorem 4).
Notation. E = (E, r) denotes a (real or complex) Hausdorff topological
linear space, X a nonempty subset of E, V the linear subspace of E spanned by X.
X is said to be locally bounded if, for each x in X, there is a r-neighbourhood C oí the origin such that ix + C) n X is bounded.
If A is a topology on a space containing a set A, then A|A denotes the topology on A induced by A.
Our purpose is to discuss the following theorem obtained recently by Larman and Rogers [4] , and to simplify slightly its proof. Then we establish also a few related results. Io. Construction of a metrizable locally convex topology r on V such that ?l C r\V.
2°. Construction of semimetrizable locally convex topology t on V such that r2 C r|V and r^X = r|X.
The topology r = r^ V r2 on V is metrizable and locally convex, r C r\V and rJX = r|X. Then the last step is Since M is metrizable and separable, (E, r) is fully Lindelo'f. Since E\J0Î = UfE\C: C £ (l!, there is a countable subfamily Cj of C such that flCj = ¡OS. We can assume that C, is a base at 0 for a linear topology, r on E.
Evidently, r is as required in the theorem.
The existence of r, can be also proved in the folowing way (cf. [4] ).
If A,, . . . , A ate subsets of E, we define Thus v\X C r\X = rjx. Since rQ C v, also rQ|X C i/|X.
A similar construction of a norm which induces a given topology on each member of a sequence of bounded sets can be found in [l] . In the setting of Theorem 2, y = r \X = t\X, and as Y, VQ we consider naturally the uniformities induced on X by the invariant uniformities compatible with T and r respectively. We are going to show that neither 'T 4 Tq" nor "F is nonmetrizable" can be excluded. Since all 22/^ are in X, this argument shows also that z"|(X U J0|) does not have a countable base at 0, hence it is not metrizable. It follows that in the assertion of Theorem 2, X cannot be replaced by its r-closure.
